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Directions: Choose the most appropriate word to complete the sentence.
1. Every student wants an _______ solution of a question than a confusing one.
a) Easier
b) Easy
c) Easiest
d) Ease
2. A ______ of robbers looted the jewellery shop.
a) Group
b) Band
c) Pack
d) Gang
3. They _____ to Delhi yesterday.
a) Goes
b) Went
c) Will go
d) Gone
4. He will help you ______ you talk to him.
a) Because
b) If
c) So
d) As
5. A patient should follow his doctor͛s _________.
a) Suggestion
b) Advise
c) Advice
d) All of the above
6. I hope you are feeling ________ than yesterday.
a) Good
b) Best
c) Better
d) Ok
Directions: Choose the correct option.
7. Find the conjunction from the options given below.
a) On
b) Or
c) At
d) An

8.Choose the odd one out from the following.
a) Honesty
b) Knowledge
c) Passion
d) College
9. Which one of the following sentences uses article correctly.
a) Laughter is a best medicine.
b) Laughter is an best medicine.
c) Laughter is best medicine.
d) Laughter is the best medicine.
10.You have to finish your work within ______ hour.
a) A
b) The
c) An
d) All of these
11. Hemant _________ in every singing competition of his school every year.
a) Participates
b) Participate
c) Will participate
d) All of the above
12. Which of the option means, ͚a written document of one͛s own life͛?
a) Autobiography
b) Biography
c) Book
d) Novel
13. Which word is a synonym of ͚quarrel͛?
a) War
b) Agreement
c) Anger
d) Dispute
14. Which word is the opposite of ͚lazy͛?
a) Lethargic
b) Passionate
c) Active
d) Fast
Directions: Read the following poem and answer questions from 15 to 20.
Once there lived a cap seller in a small village named Sheetalpur. His name was
Rana. Rana brought caps from nearby city and sold them in the village market. One
day Rana was passing through an Orchard which was on his way in the village
market. He was carrying a basket full of caps on his head. It was a very hot day and
Rana was getting tired. He thought of resting for a while. He sat below the shade of a
big mango tree and fell asleep.

When he woke up after some time, he found his basket empty. He got worried and
started looking for his caps. Rana saw some monkeys sitting on the tree wearing
caps.
Rana made a plan to get his caps back. He removed his own cap and threw it on the
ground. All the monkeys took off their caps and threw them down. Rana quickly
collected the caps and went away from the place.

15. Which of the following titles is most suitable for the story?
a) Three monkeys
b) The orchard and the monkeys
c) Rana and his village
d) The monkeys and the caps
16. Which of the events happened first in this story?
a) Rana was carrying a basket full of caps.
b) Rana sat below the shade of a big mango tree.
c) Rana removed his cap and threw it on the ground.
d) Rana got worried about his caps.
17. Why did Rana throw his cap on the ground?
a) He was angry and frustrated
b) It was his trick to get the other caps back from the monkeys
c) He wanted to scare the monkeys
d) He did not like his cap
18. Which of the following words is the opposite in meaning to ͚worried͛?
a) Anxious
b) Tensed
c) Tired
d) Relaxed
19. Where did Rana sleep?
a) Nearby city
b) In his village market
c) In an orchard
d) In his house
20. What is the moral of the story?
a) We should not trust strangers
b) Laziness leads to losses
c) Intelligence can solve problems
d) A little knowledge is a dangerous thing

